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Abstract- The environmentally friendly power sources
are drawing in everybody because of zero carbon
content discharge. Inverters will have a significant
impact to defeat the difficulties connected with the
environmentally friendly power sources. It is
perceived as an electrical gadget that changes DC
power to AC power at the ideal result voltage and
recurrence level. A model of inverter has been created
utilizing MATLAB and switching losses of the inverter
has been determined by carrying out simulation
Index Terms- Multiphase Inverter, Output Power
Losses, Temperature, Simulation

I.INTRODUCTION
An inverter is basically a DC-AC converter.
Inverter circuits might be profoundly convoluted;
subsequently the objective of this strategy is to
show a portion of the inverters' inward activities
without getting derailed exhaustively. The
expression inverter in power gadgets alludes to a
class of circuits worked by a source of dc voltage or
a dc current source and changed into ac current or
ac voltage. While the contribution to an inverter is a
dc source, this dc comes from an ac source, for
example, a utility ac supply. Thus, the main source
of input power, for example, may be a "converted"
utility-ac-tension supply which is "converted," then
"inverted" back to a dc-converting device using an
inverter. Here, the ultimate output may vary from
the input ac of the utility supply [1] to a different
frequency and magnitude. Typical applications such
as UPS, industrial (induction motor) drives, HVDC
traction. A power electronics circuit is most often
accepted since the circuit truly uses electrical
energy rather than information. In classifying a
circuit as a power circuit, the actual power level is
not really relevant. One the most vital of all
performance considerations of power electronics
circuits, like inverters, is their energy conversion
efficiency. The main reason for high efficiency
demands is that enormous volumes of heat are
removed from power supplies. The intelligent use of
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energy is, of course, equally paramount, especially
if the inverter is fed from batteries such as in
electric cars. For these reasons, inverters operate the
power devices, which check the flow of energy, as
switches. Ideally in the switching event, there
would be no power loss in the switch since either
the current in the switch is zero (switch open) or the
voltage of the whole switch is zero (switch closed).
In reality, there are two mechanisms that do create
some losses, however; these are on-state losses and
switching losses
A. Multi Inverter Level
Many industrial applications in recent years have
started to need greater power equipment. Some
medium voltage engines and utilities need medium
and megawatt power levels [2]. It is difficult to
connect a single power semiconductor switch
directly to a medium-voltage grid. As an alternative
in high and medium power settings, a multi-level
power converter structure was created [5]. In
addition to achieving high energy ratings, a multilevel converter allows to use renewable energy.
Photovoltaic, fuel cells and wind energy sources
may readily be interconnected with a multi-level
converter system that is high power application [3].
Since 1975, it was presented the notion of
multilayer converters. With the three-stage
converter the phrase multi-stage originated.
Subsequently,
several
multilevel
converter
topologies have been developed. However, the basic
idea for a multi-level converter in order to generate
more power is to employ a number of power
semiconductor switches with various lower voltage
dc sources to synthesize the waveform of the
stepper voltage. Multiple dc voltage sources can be
employed with capacitors, batteries and renewable
energy sources. The power switch commutations
add these many dc sources to produce high output
voltage, however the rated voltage of the
semiconductor switches only depends on the rate of
the dc voltage sources to which they are
attached[6].While multilevel converters were
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created in order to attain higher voltage, the
additional switches and dc sources offered by dclink condensers were able to provide various
voltage levels, enabling the development of stepmounted waveforms with reduced harmonic
distortion, decreasing dv/dt and conventionalmodified voltages, before being constrained by
semi-conductor restrictions. These features have
popularized them for medium voltage high power
applications in these inverters, but a significant
number of semi-conductor switches results in both
of them being reduced reliability and efficiency of
the drive. Therefore, many power electronic
researchers have done a lot to develop multilevel
inverters with the same benefits and fewer numbers
of semiconductor devices [7].
B.Three-Phase Inverters
A three-phase inverter, In today's motor drives, this
is the most popular topology. The circuit is
essentially an extra leg to an H-bridge-style singlephase inverter. The control technique is identical to
that of a single-phase inverter, with the exception
that the reference signals for the various legs are
phase shifted by a factor of two 120° instead of
180° for the single-phase inverter. Due to the odd
triplen harmonics of the reference waveform for
each leg are removed from the line-to-line output
voltage due to this phase shift. If the waveforms are
pure AC, as is frequently the case, the evennumbered harmonics are also cancelled. For linear
modulation, the amplitude of the output voltage of a
three-phase rectifier supplying the DC bus is
decreased by a factor determined by the input
voltage as given in Equation 1.

3
 3  82.7%
 2  

(1)

To compensate for this voltage reduction, the fact of
the harmonics cancellation is sometimes used to
boost the amplitudes of the output voltages by
intentionally injecting a third harmonic component
into the reference waveform of each phase leg.
II.DESCRIPTION FOR INVERTER

The three-level leg of the inverter is made up of
three industrial half-bridge IGBT units. The antiparallel diodes were used as neutral clamping diodes
in this experiment. Two PI regulators (one PQ
regulator and one current regulator) are used in the
control system to produce the inverter pulses
required to attain the reference output power.. Three
Half-bridge IGBT with Loss Calculation blocks
make up the Phase-A leg. In a thermal network, all
switching and conduction losses are measured and
injected. The achievable output power versus
switching frequency for the three-phase, three-level
inverter is seen in the simulation performance. Two
IGBT/Diode blocks are used to model the halfbridge. An active pulse generator pulses the upper
and lower IGBT/Diode blocks. The damage
measurements were made using the manufacturer's
data sheets as a guide.
The inverter's cumulative losses are divided into two
categories: IGBT losses and diode losses. The
energy losses of IGBTs are calculated using the preswitching value of the voltage around the circuit, the
post-switching value of the current flowing through
the device, and the junction temperature. This
energy is transformed into a power pulse and
pumped into the thermal network. Further, the
energy losses are calculated using the pre-switching
value of the current flowing through the device, the
post-switching value of the voltage around the
device, and the junction temperature. The energy is
transformed into a power pulse and pumped into the
thermal network in the same way. And conduction
loss determines the saturation voltage through the
IGBT based on the current flows in the system and
its junction temperature. The energy losses of diodes
are calculated using the pre switching value of the
current flowing into the circuit, the post switching
value of the voltage around the device, and the
junction temperature. The energy is transformed into
a power pulse that is then pumped into the thermal
network. The on-state voltage across the diode is
determined by the conduction loss, the value of the
current flowing in the circuit, and the junction
temperature. The losses pumped into the thermal
network are then calculated by multiplying the
voltage by If.

The proposed model of Multi Phase Inverter has
been developed for multiphase inverter. Supply
variable power to a distribution power grid, a 400
kW three-phase three-level inverter was modeled.
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losses of the inverter has been calculated by
carrying out simulation. Graphical representation of
the various obtained parameters such as output
power losses in kW, losses in inverter and variation
of temperature of IGBT has been presented in the
results. The mathematical values of total power
losses is 2.67 kW, output power is 2.73 kW and
junction temperature is 124 °C observed by
simulating the model of multi phase inverter. From
the results it has been concluded that the higher
IGBT temperature results in maximum power
losses. Investigation about different modulation
strategies to improve the performance of multi
phase inverter may be area of interest in future.
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IV.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
In this paper a study of multi level inverters has
been presented. A model of multi level inverter has
been developed using MATLAB and switching
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